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Abstract—Point-of-Interest (POI) recommendation has attracted many interests recently because of its significant potential
for helping users to explore new places and helping LBS
providers to carry out precision marketing. Compared with the
user-item rating matrix in conventional recommender systems,
the user-location check-in matrix in POI recommendation is
usually much more sparse, which makes the notorious cold start
problem more prominent in POI recommendation. Trust-oriented
recommendation is an effective way to deal with this problem but
it requires that the recommender has access to user check-in and
trust data. In practice, however, these data are usually owned by
different businesses who are not willing to share their data with
the recommender mainly due to privacy and legal concerns. In
this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving framework to boost
data owners willingness to share their data with untrustworthy
businesses. More specifically, we utilize partially homomorphic
encryption to design two protocols for privacy-preserving trustoriented POI recommendation. By offline encryption and parallel
computing, these protocols can efficiently protect the private data
of every party involved in the recommendation. We prove that the
proposed protocols are secure against semi-honest adversaries.
Experiments on both synthetic data and real data show that
our protocols can achieve privacy-preserving with acceptable
computation and communication cost.
Index Terms—Trust, privacy, recommendation, encryption,
point-of-interest.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE rapid development of GPS-enabled mobile devices
and ubiquitous Internet access has led to the boom
of location-based service (LBS), which makes people much
easier to share their experiences of places, also known as
Point-of-Interests (POIs). For example, Foursquare announced
in 2016 that it has logged more than 100 million POIs
worldwide, with more than 600 million photos and 87 million
tips, contributed by more than 50 million users. These checkin data reflect users’ preferences for places and thus provide a
solid foundation for personalized POI recommendation. This
emerging kind of recommendation is significant as it not only
helps users to explore new or relevant places without spending
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much time on searching but also enables LBS providers to
carry out precision marketing for POI owners.
Although recommender systems have been comprehensively
studied in the past decades [1], personalized POI recommendation [2], [3] has just attracted increasing attention recently
due to its unique characteristics. Compared with the user-item
rating matrix in conventional recommender systems, the userlocation check-in matrix in POI recommendation is usually
much more sparse. For example, the density of Gowalla dataset
is 2.08 × 10−4 , while that of Netflix dataset is around 0.01
[3]. The extreme sparsity of check-in data makes it difficult to
capture accurately users’ preferences for places. Geographical
influence is another factor that distinguishes POI recommendation from conventional item recommendation. Analysis of
check-in data shows that users usually prefer visiting nearby
places to those far away. In addition, a user’s location history
is typically locally crowded [4], which makes the cold start
problem more prominent in POI recommendation. This is
because even if a user has visited enough places near his/her
residential area, the cold start problem will be encountered
inevitably when he/she travels to some new areas.
Trust-oriented recommendation is an effective way to deal
with the above cold start and data sparsity problem [5], [6].
This kind of methods assume the additional knowledge of a
trust network (e.g., an online social network) among users.
Due to the propagation of trust over the social network [7]–
[9] it is possible to compute the trust between two users in
the same social network even if they have not rated any items
or visited any places in common. It is worth noting that the
exploitation of trust in recommendation does not necessarily
enhance the precision, but it allows to involve more users in
the recommendation which in particular helps to generate good
results for cold start users. Further, it makes recommendation
more resilient against malicious attacks like fake profiles
since these profiles are not trustworthy and could be easily
identified and discarded in the course of recommendation.
Therefore, trust has also been extensively explored to enhance
POI recommendation [10]–[12].
To simplify discussion current approaches for trust-oriented
POI recommendation commonly assume that recommender
owns all the data required for computation. However, this is
rarely the case in practice. To facilitate subsequent discussion,
we distinguish here three types of data required in the course
of POI recommendation: user check-ins, a trust network, and
the current position of a target user. Generally, these data
belong to different entities. More specifically, user check-ins
are usually owned by an LBS provider like Foursquare, while
a trust network is typically the asset of a social networking
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site like Facebook. For a target user, his/her current location
is his/her private data unless he/she is willing to share it with
others. Clearly, a POI recommender cannot adopt existing recommendation techniques directly because it does not always
have all these data in hand. This problem will be exacerbated
when data owners are reluctant to share their data with the
recommender due to privacy concerns.
A privacy-preserving framework can be used to boost data
owners’ willingness to share their data with untrustworthy entities, thus overcoming the weakness of existing approaches for
trust-oriented POI recommendation. Without loss of generality,
we assume that the recommender R is an LBS provider who
wants to suggest a set of POIs to its users. In order to consume
the location-based services provided by R, the users agree to
sign a contract with R, which permits it to access their current
locations, but forbids it to disclose these data to any other third
party. We consider a general case where R does not have
user check-ins and the trust network. Instead, user check-ins
are hold by another LBS provider L, while the trust network
is hold by a social network site S. The general objective of
the privacy-preserving framework is therefore to enable R to
perform recommendation while preserving private data of L,
S, and R.
To achieve this goal, we identify the private data and how
they are involved in the computation of trust-oriented POI
recommendation. We selectively encrypt some private data
by using partially homomorphic encryption and perform the
whole computation on the encrypted data to preserve the
privacy of every party involved in the recommendation. To
reduce the computation and communication cost incurred by
operations over encrypted data, we design two protocols in
which most expensive operations can be carried out offline or
in parallel. The main contributions of our work in this paper
are summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•

We introduce a practical setting where effective POI
recommendation is made by the cooperation of three
parties (i.e., the recommender, LBS provider, and social
networking site) while their private data are kept secret.
We enhance current solutions to trust-oriented POI recommendation by removing the assumption that the recommender owns all the data required for computation. With the proposed protocols, the recommender can
make trust-oriented POI recommendation without knowing check-in and trust data.
We propose two protocols for privacy-preserving trustoriented POI recommendation. Our protocols utilize partially homomorphic encryption to protect the private
data of every party involved in the recommendation and
their performance gets significant improvement by using
offline encryption and parallel computing.
We theoretically analyze the security of the proposed
protocols in the semi-honest model. We also conduct
extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of the
proposed protocols by using both synthetic data and two
real datasets.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
give a literature view in Section II. We discuss the system

model, adversary model, and problem definition in Section III.
Section IV briefly introduce the cryptographic system used in
our solution. Section V presents two protocols for privacypreserving trust-oriented POI recommendation. Experimental
results are given and analyzed in Section VI. Finally, Section
VII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This study is an intersection of multiple disciplines, including POI recommendation, trusted computing, and privacypreserving. Recently there have been several surveys on POI
recommendation [2], [3], [13], which elaborate on the achievements on this topic in the past decade. We therefore do not
discuss the studies on POI recommendation here and refer
readers to these surveys for more details on this hot research
issue. Below we will review some recent works on trusted
computing and privacy-preserving recommender systems.
A. Trust Aggregation and Propagation
In the literature, existing models on trust aggregation and
propagation can be classified into three categories based on the
types of trust transitivity strategies they adopted: 1) multiplication strategy, 2) averaging strategy, and 3) confidence-based
strategy.
In the first category, the trustworthiness of a target participant is computed as the multiplication of the trust values
between any two adjacent participants along a social trust path.
For example, if u1 trusts u2 with t12 and u2 trusts u3 with t23
where t12 , t23 ∈ [0, 1], then u1 trusts u3 with t13 = t12 × t23 .
This strategy has been adopted in many existing models, for
example, in [14] and [15].
In the second category, the trustworthiness of a target
participant is computed based on averaging the trust values
between any two adjacent participants along a social trust path,
that is, t13 = (w12 t12 + w23 t23 )/2, where w12 and w23 are
the weights of t12 and t23 respectively, and w12 + w23 = 1.
The trust transitivity models proposed in [16] and [17] belong
to this category.
In the last category, the confidence between participants is
considered in trust transitivity, that is, t13 is calculated based
on t12 , t23 and the confidence of u1 on t23 (denoted as f31 ).
f31 is computed based on the preference similarity between
u1 and u2 , and it is proportional to the latter. This strategy
has been adopted in [18] and [19].
B. Privacy-preserving Recommendation
Shokri et al. present a recommender system built on distributed aggregation of user profiles, which suffers from the
trade-of between privacy and accuracy [20]. In [21], [22],
Nikolaenko et al. consider two basic problems in model-based
recommendation algorithms: matrix factorization and ridge
regression. For the first problem, they propose a solution based
on Yao’s protocol. For the second problem, they design a
hybrid method by combing Yao’s protocol and homomorphic
encryption. In [23], the authors present a solution for privacy
preserving recommendation via homomorphic encryption and
data packing.
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In [24], the authors propose a lightweight privacy-preserving
technique called randomized perturbation. They claim that
accurate recommendation could still be obtained while randomness from a specific distribution are added to the original
data to prevent information leakage. A similar idea is also
presented in a recent work [25], the objective of which is
to realize privacy-preserving web services QoS prediction.
However, the range of randomness is chosen by experience
and does not have provable privacy guarantee. What’s worse,
it is recognized that with the application of clustering on the
perturbed data, adversaries can accurately infer users’ private
data with accuracy up to 70% [26].
Recently there are lots of achievements in privacy preserving recommender systems under the model of differential
privacy. McSherry and Mironov [27] integrate differential
privacy into non-social recommender systems. However, their
approach will lead to an unacceptable loss of utility when
applied to social recommendation. To overcome this weakness,
Jorgensen and Yu [28] incorporate a clustering procedure that
groups users according to the natural community structure
of the social network and significantly reduces the amount
of noise. [29] proposes a distance-based differential privacy
framework that computes k-NN and provides recommendations. These works are all interested in preserving the collected
users’ data, but ignore the privacy of user’s data in the phase
of data collection. In [30], the authors propose a privacypreseving collaborative QoS prediction framework which can
protect the private data of users while retaining the ability
of generating accurate QoS prediction. [31] presents a hybrid
approach for privacy-preserving recommender systems by
combining randomized perturbation and differential privacy.
Users’ private data are protected by randomized perturbation
and the privacy of recommendation result is guaranteed by
differential privacy. Shen et al. [32] design a novel and
practical privacy-built-in client under untrusted server settings,
in which users’ data are perturbed and anonymized on their
private devices before collected by the server.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. System Model
Consider a typical trust-oriented POI recommendation scenario in which the recommender R wants to recommend a set
of POIs to its user, say v, based on his/her current location
lv , check-ins, and trust data. Before discussing the detailed
recommendation procedure, we first take an overview of the
data involved in recommendation from the ownership point of
view, highlighting the challenges in privacy-preserving trustoriented POI recommendation. In our model, R has the authority to know v’s location according to the contract between
them. However, check-ins and trust data are hold by the LBS
provider L and the social networking site S, respectively. The
recommender wants to perform recommendation for v with the
help of L and S while hiding v’s location from them because
the contract stipulates that R is not allowed to disclose users’
locations to other parties. On the other hand, both L and S
are willing to collaborate with R on recommendation, but
either of them also wants to hide his/her private data from
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Fig. 1: System architecture.
the other and R. Informally, we target privacy-preserving POI
recommendation in the sense that the private data of every
entity involved in the recommendation should be kept secret.
Let us take a closer look at the data hold by different entities. The LBS provider L possesses the check-in
data of n users UL = {u1 , u2 , · · · , un } for m locations
LL = {l1 , l2 , · · · , lm }. Let C denote the user-location checkin matrix hold by L and cij the number of check-ins that user
ui has ever done at location lj . The social networking site
S has a trust network that is modeled by a directed graph,
denoted by G = (US , E), which consists of a set of users,
US , and a set of edges, E ⊆ US × US . An edge (u, v) ∈ E
represents a trust relation between two users u, v ∈ US and
is associated with a weight tuv , indicating the trust value that
the user u assigns to the user v. Without loss of generality,
we assume tuv ∈ [0, 1]. If tuv = 0, u completely distrusts v.
If tuv = 1, u completely trusts v. To simplify later discussion,
we assume that UL = US , that is, L and S have the same set of
users. However, our solution can be easily extended to the case
of UL 6= US . Finally, the recommender R has the positions
of its users and a set of locations LR to be recommended.
We also assume LL = LS for ease of discussion, but again
our solution can be easily extended to cope with LL 6= LS .
From now on, we will omit the subscript of U and L unless
otherwise signified.
Figure 1 shows the proposed system architecture of trustoriented POI recommendation. A user say u1 wants to get
suggestions on where to go by sending his/her location to R.
Upon receiving u1 ’s location lu1 , R starts the computation
procedure of recommendation. As it does not have all the
data required for making recommendation, R requests checkin data from L and trust data from S. After that, it follows
an existing recommendation algorithm (e.g., collaborative filtering that will be discussed below) to calculate the scores of
all locations in L for u1 . Finally, k locations with the highest
scores (a.k.a. top-k locations) are recommended to u1 .
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Collaborative filtering (CF) [33] is a mature recommendation algorithm that has been widely used by commercial
recommender systems (e.g., Amazon and Netflix) recently. In
this paper, we assume that R adopts user-based CF, whose
basic idea is that similar users are most likely to have the
similar preferences over the same locations. As mentioned
earlier, trust values are utilized during recommendation to
overcome the cold start problem. Let sul denote the score
of recommending location l to user u (or just the score of
location l). By measuring similarity of two users based on the
trust between them, sul is calculated as follows:
X
sul =
tuv × cvl
(1)
v∈U,v6=u

where tuv is the trust value between u and v, and cvl is the
number of check-ins that v has ever done at l. It should be
noted that tuv will be evaluated by the methods discussed in
Section II-A if u is not adjacent to v.
B. Adversary Model and Security Definition
We first list the private data in the course of trust-oriented
POI recommendation for a particular user u as follows:
1) Input of R: u’s location lu ,
2) Input of L: check-ins C,
3) Input of S: a trust network G.
Privacy-preserving means all the above private data should
be hidden from unauthorized parties during recommendation.
To accurately define the ability of unauthorized parties, we
adopt a typical adversary model, i.e., the semi-honest model
[34]. Specifically, all parties in this model are assumed to be
semi-honest, that is, they follow the recommendation protocol
exactly as specified, but may try to learn as much as possible
about other parties’ private input from what they see during
the protocol’s execution.
On one hand, the above model takes curiosity or malice into
account. For example, R may try to determine L’s check-in
data and S’s trust data during recommendation by using the
data it receives. Similarly, L may try to determine u’s location
and S’s trust data, and S may try to determine u’s location and
L’s check-in data. On the other hand, honesty are also captured
by this model, which is reasonable since all three parties are
motivated to produce a good recommendation result. For R, a
good recommendation helps to increase its users’ satisfaction.
For the data providers L and S, they may sell their data to
more consumers by establishing a good reputation via the
successful cooperation with R. Overall, the reasonability of
semi-honest model makes it widely-accepted in a variety of
privacy-preserving computation domains [35]–[38].
We also assume that any two of them do not collude. As
stated in [39], the assumption of non-collusion between two
well-established companies (real examples for R, L, and S
are Google Place, Foursquare, and Facebook, respectively) is
reasonable as the collusion will damage their reputation and
consequently reduce their revenues.
We adopt the well-known real-ideal paradigm [34] to define
the security of a protocol. Intuitively, a protocol is secure
or privacy-preserving if every party involved in the protocol

learns no more knowledge from the execution of the protocol
than the knowledge that this party is entitled to know. This
can be formally defined by the real-ideal paradigm as follows:
for all adversaries, there exists a probabilistic polynomialtime simulator, so that the view of the adversary in the real
world and the view of the simulator in the ideal world are
computationally indistinguishable.
Let F(x1 , · · · , xn ) = (F1 , · · · , Fn ) be an n-ary functionality, where xi and Fi are the i-th party Pi ’s input and output, redef
spectively. For I = {i1 , · · · , it } ⊆ [n] = {1, · · · , n}, let FI
denote the subsequence Fi1 , · · · , Fit . Let Π be a n-party protocol for computing F. The view of Pi during an execution of
Π on x = {x1 , · · · , xn }, denoted as viewiΠ (x), is (xi , r, mi )
where r represents the outcome of Pi ’s internal coin tosses
and mi represents the messages that it has received. For I =
def
{i1 , · · · , it }, let viewIΠ (x) = (I, viewiΠ1 (x), · · · , viewiΠt (x)).
The security of P is formally defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Secure protocol under semi-honest model
[34]). A protocol Π privately computes F if there exists a
probabilistic polynomial-time simulator S, such that for every
I ⊆ [n], it holds that:
S(I, (xi1 , · · · , xit ), FI (x)) ≡ viewIΠ (x)

(2)

where ≡ denotes computational indistinguishability.
The above equation asserts that the view of every party in I
can be efficiently simulated based on its input and output. That
is, it cannot derive extra information during an execution of
the protocol Π, indicating Π is secure or privacy-preserving.
C. Problem Statement
Below we formally define the problem of privacy-preserving
trust-oriented POI recommendation (PPTR).
Definition 2 (PPTR problem). Given a public location set
L = {l1 , l2 , · · · , lm }, a private user-location check-in matrix
C hold by L, a private trust network G hold by S, and the
private location of u hold by R, find a k-size ordered location
set Lk = {li1 , li2 , · · · , lik } for u, such that:
1) s(u, li ) ≥ s(u, lj ) for li ∈ Lk and lj ∈ L \ Lk ,
2) s(u, li1 ) ≥ s(u, li2 ) ≥ · · · ≥ s(u, lik ),
3) Equation (2) holds.
In the above definition, the first requirement tells us the
recommended Lk should be top-k locations while the second
indicates higher demands for recommendation, that is, the
recommended locations should be ranked to facilitate u’s
decision making about where to go. The last requirement is
about security, that is, private data should be protected when
computing which locations need to be recommended.
IV. C RYPTOGRAPHIC B UILDING B LOCKS
Paillier [40] is a public-key cryptosystem whose security
is based on an assumption related (but not known to be
equivalent) to the hardness of factoring. It consists of the
following three algorithms:
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TABLE I: Summary of notation
Notation
R
L
S
tuv
cvl
sul
s0ul
P KS
P KL
ES (x)
EL (x)

•

•

Meaning
recommender
LBS provider
social networking site
trust value between user u and user v
number of check-ins that user v has ever done at location l
score of recommending location l to user u
masked score of recommending location l to user u
public key of S
public key of L
encryption of message x using P KS
encryption of message x using P KL

Key generation: Choose two distinct large random primes
p, q and compute N = pq. Choose an element g ∈ Z∗N 2 .
The public key kp is (N, g) and the secret key ks is (p, q).
Encryption E: Let m be a message in ZN . It is encrypted
by selecting a random number r in Z∗N and computing
c = E(m) = g m rN

•

mod N 2 .

((cλ
((g λ

mod N 2 ) − 1)/N
mod N 2 ) − 1)/N

R
P KS

S
P KS

1: initialize key
and encrypt data

u

2: calculate
encrypted
scores

ES (tuv )

ES (tuv )

ES (sul )

3: mask
encrypted
scores

ES (s0ul )
s0ul

4: decrypt
masked scores

5: unmask
scores and
select topk locations

Fig. 2: Overview of PPTR-S protocol.
A. PPTR-S Protocol

Decryption D: The ciphertext c is decrypted by computing
m = D(c) =

L

mod N,

where λ = lcm(p − 1, q − 1).
One of the most important properties of Paillier is homomorphic addition. Specifically, multiplying an encryption of m1
and an encryption of m2 results in an encryption of m1 + m2 ,
and raising an encryption of m to a constant k results in an
encryption of km, that is,
E(m1 )E(m2 ) = E(m1 + m2 ),

(3)

E(m)k = E(km).

(4)

Besides, Paillier is semantic secure, that is, an adversary
cannot learn any partial information about the plaintext from
the ciphertext. As a result, it is also a probabilistic encryption
scheme, which means when encrypting the same message
several times, it will produce different ciphertexts.
V. P RIVACY- PRESERVING T RUST-O RIENTED POI
R ECOMMENDATION P ROTOCOLS
In this section, we propose two protocols that can preserve
the privacy of every involved party while performing effective
recommendations. We first present PPTR-S in Section V-A, a
secure protocol in which all data are encrypted by the public
key of the social networking site S. Its security and complexity
are discussed in Section V-B and Section V-C, respectively.
Finally, we present PPTR-L, another secure protocol which
has the similar idea of PPTR-S, but all data in this protocol are
encrypted by the public key of the LBS provider L. In short,
PPTR-S and PPTR-L achieve the same level of security, but
differ in computation cost, which makes them having different
application scenarios. Table I summarizes the major notations
used in the protocols.

Figure 2 shows the overview of the PPTR-S protocol. At
the beginning of the protocol, the social networking site S
generates a key pair (P KS , SKS ) of the Paillier cryptosystem
and shares the public key P KS with the recommender R and
the LBS provider L. Note that there is only one key pair in
the protocol, so, though all parties can perform encryption,
only the holder of the private key, that is, S, has the ability of
decryption. To protect its private data G while enabling R to
make recommendations based on trust, S calculates tuv , the
trust value between every two users u, v ∈ U , and encrypts tuv
using its public key P KS . Upon receiving the request from R
which specifies the target user u, S sends back the encrypted
trust value ES (tuv ) for every v ∈ U \ u to R, by which these
encrypted data are forwarded to L for further processing. In
particular, L calculates the encrypted score for every location
l ∈ L as follows:
Y
ES (sul ) =
(ES (tuv ))cvl
(5)
v∈U \u

where cvl is L’s private data and ES (tuv ) the data provided
by R. Equation 5 is in fact equivalent to equation 1 over ciphertext, whose correctness is guaranteed by the homomorphic
properties of Paillier cryptosystem, which have been shown in
equations 3 and 4. The encrypted scores are then sent to R for
deciding which locations should be recommended to u. To find
top-k locations, R first masks the encrypted score ES (sul ) for
every l ∈ L as follows:
ES (s0ul ) = ES (sul ) × ES (r)

(6)

where r is a random number chosen by R. After that, it
permutes these masked encrypted scores and sends them to
S for decryption. Using its secret key, S decrypts ES (s0ul )
and obtains s0ul , a masked score for every l ∈ L. Finally,
R unmasks these masked scores by subtracting the added
randomness from them and finds top-k locations for u.
We use a numerical example to illustrate an execution of
the above PPTR-S protocol. The data used for computation
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are shown in Figure 1. Suppose that R wants to recommend
top two POIs from {l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l5 } for the user u1 . In step 1,
S calculates the trust values between u1 and ui for 2 ≤ i ≤ 5
and gets t12 = 0.8, t13 = 0.4, t14 = 0.48, and t15 = 0.48.
Based on these encrypted values and its own check-in data, L
computes the encrypted scores in step 2. For l1 , it performs
the following computation:
ES (sul1 ) = (ES (t12 ))c12 (ES (t13 ))c13 (ES (t14 ))c14 (ES (t15 ))c15
= (ES (0.8))0 ES (0.4))0 ES (0.48))2 ES (0.48))1
= ES (0)ES (0)ES (0.96)ES (0.48)
= ES (1.44).

Encrypted scores for other locations are calculated similarly:
ES (sul2 ) = ES (1.2), ES (sul3 ) = ES (1.92), ES (sul4 ) =
ES (4), and ES (sul5 ) = ES (0.8). In step 3, R chooses five
random numbers say 2, 4, 5, 1 and 3, respectively, to mask
five encrypted scores. As a result, the masked values are:
ES (s0ul1 ) = ES (3.44), ES (s0ul2 ) = ES (5.2), ES (s0ul3 ) =
ES (6.92), ES (s0ul4 ) = ES (5), and ES (s0ul5 ) = ES (3.8).
Then, R chooses a random permutation, say,


1 2 3 4 5
,
2 5 4 3 1
to permute these masked values before sending them out. Upon
receiving ES (3.8), ES (3.44), ES (5), ES (6.92), and ES (5.2)
from R, S decrypts them and sends back these masked values.
Based on the random numbers and random permutation it
chosen, R can recover the real score of every location. In this
example, it has sul1 = 1.44, sul2 = 1.2, sul3 = 1.92, sul4 = 4,
and sul5 = 0.8. Clearly, l4 and l3 are top two locations and
thus they are recommended to u1 .
Remark 1. It is well-known that Paillier cryptosystem works
on sequence of bits. On the other hand, we assumed that
tuv is a number between 0 and 1 in Section III-A. However,
they are not contradictory because floating point numbers are
typically stored in the form of a sequence of bits, for example,
according to IEEE 754 standard for floating-point arithmetic
[41]. Regarding implementation, it should be noted that some
programming languages, such as Java, have already offered
functions for doing such conversion.

TABLE II: Computation cost of PPTR-S

R
S
L

enc.

dec.

mul.

exp.

|L|
|U |2 − |U |
0

0
|L|
0

|L|
0
|L|(|U | − 1)

0
0
|L|(|U | − 1)

Next we show that there is a probabilistic polynomial-time
simulator SS which can also simulate S’s view efficiently.
Note that S is the holder of the private key and it receives
|L| messages in the form of ES (s0ul ) during an execution of
PPTR-S, so its view is viewS = {s0ul |l ∈ L}. In this case, we
let SS generate |L| random numbers uniformly distributed in
ZN to simulate viewS by noting that s0ul = sul + r where r
is a random number selected by R.
The case of R is a little bit complicated. First we will
show that we can construct a probabilistic polynomial-time
simulator SR to simulate R’s view efficiently based on an
extra knowledge K. Then we will prove that based on the
knowledge K, the probability that R learns the private data
of L or S during an execution of PPTR-S is negligible. From
the messages received by R during an execution of PPTRS shown
S in Figure 2, it is clear that viewR = {ES (tuv )|v ∈
U \u} {sul |l ∈ L}. To simulate it, we let SL generate |U |−1
random numbers uniformly distributed in ZN and a L-size
set of fixed numbers, that is, K = {sul |l ∈ L}. It is easy
to see that these views are computationally indistinguishable
since Paillier cryptosystem is semantic secure. Based on the
knowledge K = {sul |l ∈ L}, R can construct a linear system
which consists of the following L equations:
 Q
|U |−1


i=1 xi1 yui = su1

Q

 |U |−1 xi2 yui = su2
i=1
..


.


 Q|U |−1
i=1 xi|L| yui = su|L| .
If the above linear system has a unique solution, R is then able
to learn the private data of L or S. However, this is impossible
as, when R does not collude with L or S, the number of
variables in the linear system is |L|(|U | −1) while the number
of equations is only |L|. Therefore, we can conclude that
PPTR-S protocol is secure in the semi-honest model.

B. Security Analysis of PPTR-S Protocol

C. Complexity Analysis of PPTR-S Protocol

In this section, we show the security of PPTR-S protocol in
the semi-honest model. Recall that any two parties in PPTR-S
are not allowed to collude as stated in Section III-B. Therefore,
we only need to show the view of every party in PPTR-S can
be efficiently simulated based on its input and output only.
We first consider L. During an execution of PPTR-S, L
receives |U | − 1 messages in the form of ES (tuv ) from
R, so its view is viewL = {ES (tuv )|v ∈ U \ u}. To
construct a probabilistic polynomial-time simulator SL that
can simulate L’s view, we let SL generate |U | − 1 random
numbers uniformly distributed in ZN . It is easy to verify
that these numbers are computationally indistinguishable from
ES (tuv ) due to the semantic security of Paillier cryptosystem.

Table II shows the computation cost of the proposed PPTRS protocol in terms of total number of encryptions, decryptions, multiplications (over ciphertext), and exponentiations
(over ciphertext) performed by different parties. We ignore
computation cost on plaintext as it is negligible compared
with ciphertext-related operations. As shown in Figure 2, in
step 1, S needs to encrypt the trust values between every two
users in U , which results in |U |2 − |U | encryptions. In step
2, L calculates ES (sul ) for every location l ∈ L according
to equation 5, which needs |L|(|U | − 1) exponentiations and
|L|(|U | − 1) multiplications. The task of masking l encrypted
scores in step 3 requires R to encrypt l random numbers and
calculate the product between l pairs of ciphertext. Moreover,
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TABLE III: Computation cost of PPTR-L
L

1: initialize
key and
encrypt data

R

S

P KL

P KL

EL (cvl )

EL (cvl )
u
EL (sul )

4: decrypt
masked
scores

3: mask
encrypted
scores

EL (s0ul )
s0ul

R
S
L

dec.

mul.

exp.

0
0
|L|

|L|
|L|(|U | − 1)
0

0
|L|(|U | − 1)
0

TABLE IV: Communication cost of PPTR-S and PPTR-L
2: calculate
encrypted
scores

5: unmask
scores and
select topk locations

Fig. 3: Overview of PPTR-L protocol.
S needs to decrypt |L| encrypted values in step 4 to enable
subsequent unmasking.
From Table II, it is clear that encryption and decryption
dominate the overall computation cost. Fortunately, S does not
need to perform these encryption operations online. Instead,
the trust value between every two users can be evaluated and
encrypted before any request of R is received. This offline
computation strategy also applies to R since the numbers for
masking can be selected and encrypted before any request of
R is sending. By offline encryption, the computation cost of
PPTR-S can be reduced significantly. For the decryption, it
must be performed online by S. However, these operations
are independent with each other, so they are carried out
simultaneously, which further decreases the computation cost
of PPTR-S.
The communication cost of PPTR-S largely comes from
the ciphertexts transferred between different parties, so we
only take ciphertexts into account. For S, it sends |U | − 1
ciphertexts to R and receives |L| ciphertexts from R, so its
communication cost is (|L| + |U | − 1)σ where σ is key length
of the Paillier cryptosystem. For R, it: 1) receives |U | − 1
ciphertexts from S and forwards them to L; 2) receives |L|
ciphertexts from R and sends |L| masked encrypted values to
S. Clearly, its communication cost is 2(|L|+|U |−1)σ. For L,
it receives |U |−1 ciphertexts from R and sends |L| ciphertexts
to R, so the communication cost is (|L|+|U |−1)σ. The above
result is summarized in Table IV.
D. PPTR-L Protocol
The encrypted score of recommending location l to user u,
sul , can be computed as shown in equation 5, which requires
the public key used for encryption to be generated by S. This
is exactly what we have done in PPTR-S. In fact, sul can also
be encrypted by L’s public key as follows:
Y
EL (sul ) =
(EL (cvl ))tuv
(7)
v∈U \u

enc.
|L|
0
|L||U |

PPTR-S
PPTR-L

R

S

L

2(|L| + |U | − 1)σ
2|L|(|U | + 1)σ

(|L| + |U | − 1)σ
|L|(|U | + 1)σ

(|L| + |U | − 1)σ
|L|(|U | + 1)σ

which motivates us to design another protocol, PPTR-L, where
L is responsible for generating the public key. Figure 3 gives
an overview of this protocol. In step 1, L generates a key pair
(P KL , SKL ) of the Paillier cryptosystem, encrypts its private
data, the user-location check-in matrix C, and sends the public
key and the encrypted C to other two parties. When R decides
to make a recommendation to u, it asks S for the score of
recommending l to u which is calculated by S according to
equation 7. The returned encrypted scores are then masked by
R in step 3, decrypted by L in step 4, and unmasked by R
in step 5 using the same technique introduced in PPTR-S, so
we omit the details here.
1) Security Analysis of PPTR-L Protocol: The security of
PPTR-L protocol in the semi-honest model can be proved
similarly as PPTR-S by exchanging the role of L and S, so
we do not give the details here.
2) Complexity Analysis of PPTR-L Protocol: Table III
shows the computation cost of the proposed PPTR-L protocol.
It costs L |L||U | encryptions to encrypt all elements in C
and |L| decryptions to decrypt all masked values. To mask
encrypted scores, R encrypts |L| numbers and does |L| multiplications over ciphertext. According to equation 7, S needs
to perform |L|(|U | − 1) exponentiations and |L|(|U | − 1) multiplications over ciphertext. Clearly, encryption and decryption
still dominate the overall cost, but the offline computation
strategy for encryption and the parallel computing technique
for decryption discussed earlier can be also applied here. Table
IV shows the communication cost of PPTR-L. L sends |L||U |
encrypted check-ins to R and receives |L| encrypted scores
from R, so its communication cost is |L|(|U | + 1)σ. S incurs
the same amount of cost as L since it receives all encrypted
check-ins and sends all encrypted scores. The communication
cost of L is clearly the sum of the cost suffered by S and
R due to the symmetry of communication, which is therefore
2|L|(|U | + 1)σ.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setting
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work dealing with the problem of privacy-preserving trust-oriented POI
recommendation, where the data used for recommendation are
not possessed solely by any single party, but are distributed
among three parties. Therefore, we only evaluate and report
the performance of the proposed protocols in this paper, that
is, PPTR-S and PPTR-L. The performance metrics include:
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#POI
82
241
633
1639

Yelp
Width (km)
#User
5
612
10
1610
15
2812
20
6120

#POI
150
367
576
1201

1) CPU time. The CPU time of a protocol is defined to
be the sum of CPU time of every party involved in the
protocol. Note that the simple sum is reasonable here
because the computation tasks performed by different
parties in PPTR-S and PPTR-L are actually in a sequential order. Moreover we only consider online CPU time.
In other words, the CPU time of all computation tasks
that can be done offline are not counted here.
2) Communication cost. The communication cost of a
protocol is defined to be the amount of data that need
to be transferred over some kind of network during
the execution of the protocol. We evaluate this cost as
it will lead to some amount of network time of data
transmission. We do not evaluate the communication
time directly as it is network-dependent. We consider
only online communication cost like what we do for
CPU time.
We use both synthetic and real data to test our proposed
protocols. For synthetic data, we generate a random userlocation check-in matrix with 1,000 users and 1,000 locations
and a random trust network with 1,000 users. Besides, we
use two real datasets, Gowalla1 and Yelp2 . Specifically, we
select four square areas in Gowalla and four square areas in
Yelp for performance evaluation. All areas in Gowalla have
the same left-bottom corner, whose latitude and longitude
is (33.720183,-118.399999). Similarly, we use (33.205308,112.400283) as the left-bottom corner of all areas in Yelp.
Table V shows the statistics of these areas, including width,
number of users, and number of POIs.
For synthetic data, we set the number of users from 100
to 1,000 with a step of 100, and the default value is 1,000.
The same setting applies to the number of POIs. For Paillier
cryptosystem, we use a public available Java implementation3 .
For security parameter of Paillier, we refer to NIST recommendations (2016)4 and set the key length to be 1024 as this value
is appropriate for current applications. All experiments are
performed on a PC with 3.2GHz CPU, 8GB RAM, JDK 7, and
Windows10. To test the performance of parallel computing, we
use a server with 40 2.4GHz CPUs which supports 40 threads.
B. Experiments on Synthetic Data
1) Effects of the number of users: Figure 4 illustrates the
CPU time of the proposed two protocols by varying the
number of users from 100 to 1,000 where the number of POIs
is set to the default value 1,000. When the number of users
1 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html
2 https://www.yelp.com/dataset

challenge
3 http://www.csee.umbc.edu/k̃unliu1/research/Paillier.html
4 https://www.keylength.com/

increases, it is expected that the CPU time of both protocols
increase almost linearly, since the number of online encryption
and decrytion operations are linear with the number of users.
Meanwhile, we can see that PPTR-S and PPTR-L nearly have
the same amount of CPU time. This is because they need the
same number of operations over ciphertext. Figure 5 shows the
communication cost of the proposed two protocols by varying
the number of users from 100 to 1,000 where the number of
POIs is set to the default value 1,000. As the number of users
becomes large, the communication cost of PPTR-S becomes
large while that of PPTR-L remains the same. The reason is
that the data that needs to be transferred online during the
execution of PPTR-L is independent of the number of users.

55
CPU Time (s)

Gowalla
Width (km)
#User
5
45
10
153
15
340
20
897

50
45
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30
100

PPTR−L
PPTR−S

200
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500 600 700
No. of User

800

900 1000

Fig. 4: Effect of number of users on CPU time.

Communication Cost (MB)

TABLE V: Summary of areas based on real datasets

2.9

PPTR−L
PPTR−S

2.8
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3
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400

500 600 700
No. of User

800

900 1000

Fig. 5: Effect of number of users on communication cost.
2) Effects of the number of POIs: Figure 6 illustrates the
CPU time of the proposed two protocols by varying the
number of POIs from 100 to 1,000 where the number of users
is set to the default value 1,000. Similar to previous results
about the effect of users, the CPU time of both protocols
increase almost linearly as the number of users increases.
Further, PPTR-S has almost the same performance as PPTRL in terms of CPU time, which is clear according to our
theoretical analysis. Figure 7 shows the communication cost
of the proposed two protocols by varying the number of POIs
from 100 to 1,000 where the number of users has the default
value 1,000. In this case, the communication cost of PPTRS and PPTR-L both become large with the increase of the
number of users, but PPTR-L is better than PPTR-S since it
always has lower communication cost.
C. Experiments on Real Data
1) Performance on Gowalla: Figure 8 depicts the CPU time
of the proposed two protocols on Gowalla dataset by varying
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Fig. 6: Effect of number of POIs on CPU time.
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Fig. 7: Effect of number of POIs on communication cost.
the width of areas from 5 km to 20 km. When the width
of areas gets large, the number of users and POIs located in
the area also becomes large (see Table V), which leads to the
increase of the CPU time of both protocols. Again, we observe
that PPTR-S and PPTR-L nearly have the same amount of
CPU time. For the 10km×10km area, both protocols need
less than 10 seconds for making recommendation. Figure 9
shows the communication cost of the proposed two protocols
on Gowalla dataset by varying the width of areas from 5 km to
20 km. Similar to the results about CPU time, both protocols
incur more communication cost as the areas becomes larger.
Moreover, PPTR-L is slightly better than PPTR-S, which
shows again the superiority of PPTR-L that has been observed
over synthetic data.

CPU Time (s)

40
30
20

PPTR−L
PPTR−S

10

PPTR−L
PPTR−S

4
3
2
1

900 1000

5

10

Width (km)

15

20

Fig. 9: Communication cost on Gowalla dataset

these two curves almost overlap with each other. Figure 11
shows the communication cost of the proposed two protocols
on Yelp dataset by varying the width of areas from 5 km
to 20 km. Here, we observe that the communication cost of
PPTR-S and PPTR-L both become large with the increase of
the width of areas, but PPTR-L is much better than PPTR-S.
This is because the number of users is much larger than the
number of POIs for each area we selected on Yelp dataset and
the communication cost of PPTR-L does not depend on the
number of users.
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Fig. 10: CPU time on Yelp dataset
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Fig. 11: Communication cost on Yelp dataset
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Fig. 8: CPU time on Gowalla dataset
2) Performance on Yelp: Figure 10 illustrates the CPU time
of the proposed two protocols on Yelp dataset by varying the
width of areas from 5 km to 20 km. Similar to previous results
on Gowalla dataset, the CPU time of both protocols increase as
the width of areas increases. This dataset also witnesses again
PPTR-S and PPTR-L need the same amount of CPU time as

3) Effects of parallel computing: As mentioned earlier,
the expensive operations including encryption, decryption,
multiplication and exponentiation over ciphertext can be parallelized since they are performed on independent data. Therefore we can greatly improve the efficiency of the proposed
two protocols by using parallel computing. Figure 12 and
Figure 13 depict the effects of applying parallel computing
to the proposed protocols. For Gowalla dataset, in the normal case without parallel computing (i.e., one thread), both
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protocols need about 46 seconds for the 20km×20km area.
When 16 threads are used, however, both protocols only need
4.1 seconds, which demonstrates a 11x speed up. For the
20km×20km area in Yelp dataset, both protocols need about
87 seconds when only one thread is used, but 6.9 seconds
when 16 threads are used, demonstrating a 12.6x speed up.
Therefore we can conclude that the proposed protocols have
a good scalability by using parallel computing.
50
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4−Threads
8−Threads
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Fig. 12: Effects of parallel computing on Gowalla dataset
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Fig. 13: Effects of parallel computing on Yelp dataset

VII. C ONCLUSION
It is challenging to perform trust-oriented POI recommendation when the check-in and trust data are not owned by the
recommender. To address this problem, we have presented a
privacy-preserving framework in which the POI recommender
cooperates with an LBS provider (e.g., Foursquare) who has
check-in data and a social networking site (e.g., Facebook)
who has trust data. This setting is more practical and enhances
current solutions to trust-oriented POI recommendation by
removing the assumption that the recommender owns all
the data required for computation. We have utilized partially
homomorphic encryption to design two protocols, PPTR-S and
PPTR-L, for privacy-preserving trust-oriented POI recommendation. In PPTR-S, all data are encrypted by the public key
of the social networking site who is the only one that has
access to the private key. In PPTR-L, the LBS provider is
in charge of generating the key pair and keeping the private
key secret. These two protocols have similar computation cost
but different communication cost and can be selected for use
in practice according to the specific problem setting, that is,
the number of users and POIs in the system. Using offline encryption and parallel computing, our protocols only needs less

than 7 seconds to make recommendation for a 20km×20km
area based on real data. In summary, our protocols are secure,
efficient, and can scale to large POI recommendation problems
in practice.
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